Rebuttal of TROH Garbage for the Umpteenth Time

By Anna Von Reitz

People are running around like chickens with their heads off, pillar to post, unable to discern lies from truth. That's what we are told to expect in the end times. Women cherishing cats and dogs instead of children, everything upside down and sideways, pervasive lack of conscience and selfishness, sexual perversion, and lies, lies, lies---- because these people don't love the truth.

They love lies --- fantasies and illusions and fiction of all kinds. What do you expect from the followers of the Father of All Lies?

I have already and repeatedly and with great gusto rebutted the garbage being spewn about by The Reign of the Heavens Society about me and my husband and even Paul Stramer. Just hit the search button on my website: www.annavonreitz.com.

I already have liens against their organization and the private property of the offending members for their slander campaign.

Please note the following:

1. The Founder of this organization, The Reign of the Heavens Society, a man named Keith Livingway, went to a Naval Yard Auction and bought an old copy of The Articles of Confederation, and he thinks that because of this, he now owns America and The United States of America as a result.

2. If you think that someone can own your country and your Federation of States--- which created The Articles of Confederation ---- by virtue of such an action, you obviously need your head examined. Nobody owns this country but the people who live here. And nobody owns The United States of America but the States of the Union and the people of this country.

3. My husband and I and Paul Stramer haven't been accused, much less convicted, by any court of any "human rights violations" and so, that is just so much more insane drivel.

With respect to The Reign of the Heavens Society, you will note that: (1) it's incorporated under the auspices of a foreign country; (2) it's entire structure was plagiarized from the work of Frank O'Collins---and doesn't follow our country's traditions; (3) they preach elitism and think that they are the 144,000 chosen ones destined to reign over the Earth--- yet there aren't any virgins among them.
These people can't read straight, write straight, or think straight. They are crooked in all their ways and doings and their only function is to cause confusion and to slander those who are true to the True God and to this country and the ideals upon which it was founded.

If you are wise, leave them alone. If you aren't wise, reap what you sow.

Also note: There is no "UPSA" at this time. The States of America can only be recreated by the American States of States, which themselves have to be reconstructed by the actual States of the Union, not conjured out of a hat by a bunch of criminals.

See this article and over 2800 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com
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